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Workshop Goals

• Understand why maps are an important  way to 
communicate intelligence information

• Learn some guiding principles for making a good web map

• Demonstrate the tools for making web maps and 
information products

• Provide a check-sheet 

Most intelligence reports need a map



Maps are important

• Add context to the intelligence 

• Support analytic thinking

• Uncover hidden relationships 

• Stimulate thinking about an issue
Most intelligence reports need a map



What makes a map meaningful 

• Supports the report

• Places mentioned in the report are shown on the map

• Shows enough content to provide context to the report

• Simple and not overly complex

• Helps the reader quickly grasp the story

Most intelligence reports need a map



Web Maps are the Building Blocks

Most intelligence reports need a map



David Attaway
Iran Map Tour



Maps for Intelligence Reporting—Summary Check Sheet

Maps are an essential part of intelligence reporting.  They must be 
designed to convey the key analytic judgments presented in a report.  
The map helps the reader understand the geospatial context of a report 
and the significance of observed or reported activity.  Annotations on 
intelligence report maps need to be relevant and consistent with the 
text and other graphics in the report. The map is well designed and 
aimed at busy readers who need to understand key points immediately. 
Be efficient in using the map to support the report—more maps may 
not be better.  



Effective Cartographic Communication: Content

The map supports the key analytical judgments.  The map tells the story 
exceptionally well and could stand alone to convey the issue.  The map could be 
used to brief high-level officials.

GIS analysis methodology is appropriate for the data and issue; analysis is 
portrayed clearly.  The GIS results must not be overly complicated and represented 
without a legend if possible.

The area covered by the map provides adequate context for the issue.  The map 
lends to the complete understanding of the geospatial context of the analysis being 
reported.



Effective Cartographic Communication: Content (2)

Key named places identified in the report are shown on the map.  

Annotations (text boxes) are relevant and consistent with the report.
The depicted features provide useful context without clutter.  The features depicted 

are well chosen so that the map could stand alone to convey the issue.  The reader 
can quickly grasp the implications of the issue.
The map title is descriptive, concise and relevant to the report.  Acronyms and 

excessive technical terms are avoided.
Boundaries and country names are correct.



Effective Cartographic Communication:  Presentation and Style

 The text font style, color and placement is correct, legible and uncluttered.  The text 
portrayal helps the reader quickly grasp information and the geospatial context. If terrain 
elevation (shaded relief) is relevant to the issue, it needs to be correctly represented.

 Effective use of color, contrast and balance.  The use of color enhances the information so 
that the reader can quickly grasp the issue.  The color palette should be pleasing.

 Figure-ground relationship is effective.  The figure-ground relationship enhances the map so 
that the reader can quickly grasp the issue.  The most important information is visually 
highlighted.

 Effective use of symbology and/or icons; legend is necessary and useful.  Icons should be 
intuitive and symbology easily understood by the reader.  If a legend is needed, it should be 
clear



David Attaway
Arctic Map Journal



Questions?
Thank you



Download the Esri Events app!

Don’t forget to complete your digital 
session survey



Please Take Our Survey!

Select the session 
you attended

Scroll down to find the survey Complete Answers
and Select “Submit”

Download the Esri Events 
app and find your event



Networking Reception
Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian
Thursday, 6:30 p.m. – 9:30 p.m.
Bus pickup on L Street



Print your customized 
Certificate of Attendance
Print stations located in the 140/150 Concourse



GIS Solutions Expo, Hall A
Thursday, 10:45 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

• Exhibitors
• Hands-on Learning Lab
• Demo Theaters
• Esri Showcase
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